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ABSTRACT
MODELING AND COUNTERACTING EXPOSURE BIAS 
                              IN RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Sami Khenissi
April 25 2019
Recommender systems are becoming widely used in everyday life. They use machine
learning algorithms which learn to predict our preferences and thus influence our
choices among a staggering array of options online, such as movies, books, products,
and even news articles. Thus what we discover and see online, and consequently
our opinions and decisions, are becoming increasingly affected by automated predic-
tions made by learning machines. Similarly, the predictive accuracy of these learning
machines heavily depends on the feedback data, such as ratings and clicks, that we
provide them. This mutual influence can lead to closed-loop interactions that may
cause unknown biases which can be exacerbated after several iterations of machine
learning predictions and user feedback. Such machine-caused biases risk leading to
undesirable social effects such as polarization, unfairness, and filter bubbles.
In this research, we aim to study the bias inherent in widely used recommendation
strategies such as matrix factorization and its impact on the diversity of the recom-
mendations. We also aim to develop probabilistic models of the bias that is borne
from the interaction between the user and the recommender system and to develop
debiasing strategies for these systems.
We present a theoretical framework that can model the behavioral process of
the user by considering item exposure before user interaction with the model. We
also track diversity metrics to measure the bias that is generated in recommender
systems, and thus study their effect throughout the iterations. Finally, we try to
v
mitigate the recommendation system bias by engineering solutions for several state
of the art recommender system models.
Our results show that recommender systems are biased and depend on the prior
exposure of the user. We also show that the studied bias iteratively decreases diversity
in the output recommendations. Our debiasing method demonstrates the need for
alternative recommendation strategies that take into account the exposure process in
order to reduce bias.
Our research findings show the importance of understanding the nature of and
dealing with bias in machine learning models such as recommender systems that
interact directly with humans, and are thus causing an increasing influence on human
discovery and decision making.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning models make several assumptions in order to provide unbiased pre-
dictions. One of these assumptions is the fact that the data is collected randomly.
Ideally, the collected data should follow a normal distribution. Usually in a data
science project, human experts are responsible for collecting and labeling the data.
For example, a classic problem of building a machine learning model that can classify
images of dogs and cats need labeled data of images. Images of cats and dogs will
be collected randomly by an expert and the data will be labeled so that we have an
oracle for labeling training and testing data.
Recommender systems should be treated differently because of the way the data
is collected. Indeed, the user is responsible for data collection and labeling. This
happens because most recommender systems collect interest data such as views or
clicks from users in order to make future predictions. The user then sees the rec-
ommendations and provides the next batch of ratings. This closed feedback loop
generally narrows the available data to only the items that the user has been exposed
to. As shown in Figure 2, the closed loop shows how the collected data is affecting the
quality of the recommender system. To have an unbiased system, the data shown to
the user should be randomly selected and then the user should rate all the seen items
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(to eliminate the user bias) which is far from a real-world application. This process
causes several serious problems for both the users and the items. For instance, the
user may experience a filter bubble. When the model fails to learn all of the users’
diverse interests, it can keep providing the same types of recommendations again and
again. This is closely related to the exploitation and exploration problem. This can
also cause polarization when the recommendations are related to a sensitive subjects
like political articles in a news recommendation system. Items in a recommender
system may suffer from underexposure. The closed feedback loop can cause an unfair
exposure between the different items (movies, books, articles...) which may result in
a skewed rating distribution and thus a minority of popular items and a large amount
of unpopular or underexposed items. This may affect the sales made by online mer-
chants, especially because new companies tend to rely on recommender systems to
promote their products.
In this thesis, we try to model the exposure of the user to recommend items. Then
we develop a model that can counteract this exposure bias. We test our model using
different quantitative measures.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: We start by giving an overview
of the previous work and the background in chapter 2. Then we formulate our re-
search questions and provide our methodology in chapter 3. Finally, we present our
experimental results in chapter 4 and make our conclusions in chapter 5.
1 Objectives
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 1. Classical machine learning pipeline
Figure 2. Recommender system pipeline
• Presenting an experimental framework to test various exposure models
• Developing a new debiasing strategy that can mitigate the effect of the exposure
bias
• Developing an experimental protocol that shows how to simulate the feedback
loop, track its effect using a real-life dataset and evaluate debiasing strategies.
3
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND
1 Recommender Systems
Definition and Background
Recommender Systems are intelligent systems that recommend items to a user that
are predicted to be desirable by the user [15]. [51]. There are two types of recom-
mender system models in the literature:
• Content Based Filtering [13, 5]
• Collaborative Filtering [28, 14]
In Content-Based Filtering methods, the model uses various features of the users
and items such as geographical data, preferences, search history, movie genre... These
features can be used to build a simple supervised classifier using Logistic regression
or other known classification models to classify the item as ”should be recommended”
or ”should not be recommended”.
The second type of Recommender System is Collaborative Filtering. In this type,
the model uses only available ratings or interactions from the users to the existing
items. Collaborative Filtering is the most common technique used in Recommender
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Systems. This technique tries to make predictions about a user’s likes/dislikes based
on other groups of users with similar tastes to the target user. The origin of Col-
laborative Filtering can be tracked to the mid-1990s,[47] when researchers decided to
look into the structure of ratings and provide an intelligent model to predict future
ratings. The first Collaborative Filtering model was developed by David Goldberg
[12]. It is the first commercial Recommender System that recommends documents
from newspapers to users.
To build a good Collaborative Filtering Model, a basic assumption should be
met. If user A and user B rate the same items and have similar behavior, they should
continue this behavior across other unknown items [26].
In the next section, we will review some previous work done on Recommender
Systems and more specifically Collaborative Filtering since it is the backbone of our
project.
Techniques and algorithms
Introduction to Collaborative Filtering techniques
As stated before, Recommender Systems can be tracked to the 90s. After ”Tapestry”
[12], many researchers adopted the term Collaborative Filtering. Collaborative Fil-
tering can be categorized into two main groups: Model-based and Memory based
[3, 9].
In the memory-based approach, the idea is to transform the input ratings into a
matrix and perform a neighborhood approach, either item-based or user-based. In
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the user-based approach, the system recommends items to the active user based on
similar interests from his/her neighbors. A similarity function is defined so that we
map each new user to similar previous ones and use their current rating to predict
the new rating using an aggregation method [22]
For the item-based approach, as adopted by some companies like Amazon [34], the
recommender system recommends items to the user based only on his/her previous
ratings. The recommended items will be similar to the previous items rated by that
user [43]. Like the previous method, a similarity function needs to be defined to
express the neighborhood of the items. Finally, an aggregation of the total ratings is
calculated and the top-n recommendations are returned to the user.
In the model-based approach, Recommendations are calculated based on a proba-
bilistic approach. Possible models to estimate the probability are Bayesian networks
or clustering techniques [57, 9]. Other models can be constructed to estimate the
value of the recommendation like a deep learning approach (Restricted Boltzmann
Machine [42], Autoencoders [7] or Recurrent neural networks [17]) or other factor-
ization approaches like Matrix Factorization [29] and Bayesian Personalized ranking
[41]
In this project, we will focus on Factorization based models like Matrix Factor-
ization. The aim is to show the exposure bias problem in these models and provide
a correction that can improve the model.
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Matrix Factorization
Matrix Factorization (MF) is a model based Collaborative Filtering approach that
returns accurate results. MF first was first used as a Collaborative Filtering technique
in 2009 by Koren et al. [29] who won the Netflix $1M prize. They proved that
Matrix Factorization was a more accurate model than previous neighborhood style
approaches. MF is efficient when dealing with sparse data and maps both users and
items to a latent space of dimensionality k. Assume that R ∈ Rm×n represents user’s
ratings to items where m is the number of users and n is the number of items. The
main goal of CF recommender systems is to predict the ratings for the unknown
values in the matrix R. The objective of MF is to find two latent factors matrices
P ∈ Rm×k and Q ∈ Rk×n where P and Q are user and item’s latent factor matrices
respectively such that R ≈ PQT . The entry in the u−th row and the i−th column of
R, that is, ru,i, is the rating user u gives to item i. The u− th row vector pu of P and
the i− th column vector qi of Q are user u and item is latent vectors, respectively.
The resulting dot product, qTi pu, captures the interaction between user u and
item i -the user’s overall interest in the item’s characteristics. This approximates
user u s rating of item i, which is denoted by rui, leading to the estimate
rui = q
T
i pu (1)
To learn the latent factor matrices pu and qi, the system minimizes the regularized
squared error on the set of known ratings:
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min
P,Q
=
∑
(u,i)∈R
(rui − qTi pu)2 + β(
∥∥(q2i ∥∥+ ∥∥(p2u∥∥) (2)
Here, R is the set of the (u, i) pairs for which rui is known(the training set).
The latent factors P and Q are very important. They are used to representing the
users in a common space with the item and then estimate the ratings based on this
representation. (Fig. 3). Items i and users u that are close to each other will yield
a high rating rui since they have a high cosine similarity and therefore a maximized
value of the dot product (puqi).
To learn the values of this latent factor representation, an optimization techniques
is such as gradient descent or stochastic gradient descent. In the stochastic gradient
descent approach, as described by Koren [?] [31], we update the value of P and Q in
a way that minimizes the value of the training error.
eui = rui − pu.qTi (3)
pu ← pu + α(euipu − λqi)
qi ← qi + α(euiqi − λpu)
(4)
α is the learning rate that defines the step size of the update. A very small α
can cause the algorithm to be stuck in local optima, in contrast, a large value can
cause the algorithm to miss the convergence area. A hyperparameter tuning should
be performed to select the right α.
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Figure 3. Representation of different users (person icons) and items (various objects)
in the latent space. The dashed line encloses a neighborhood of related users and items
that would yield high ratings
The problem with recommender systems models is that when they are treated as
a classical machine learning algorithm, they fail to provide unbiased predictions. The
main reason for this is the continuous interaction between the user and the algorithm.
In the next section, we will explain how this feedback loop can affect the performance
of the recommender system and affect the predictions.
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2 Exposure Bias Effect
Background
When we collect the ratings in a Recommender System, we rely on the user interaction
with the displayed items. Thus, the user can only provide ratings for the items that
he/she has been exposed to. This leads to numerous problems such as an unbalanced
rating distribution between the items. This unbalance causes the different estimators
that we use to evaluate the performance or the error of the model to be biased [44].
Schnabel. et al proved that using the observational data from the available ratings
will lead to a biased estimator when we use the regular Mean Absolute Error and
Expected Risk Minimization to learn our models. The true evaluator for an algorithm
performance would be:
MAEtrue =
1
m ∗ n
∑
(u,i)∈(U,I)
|Rui − Rˆui| (5)
Where U is the number of users, I is the number of items and Rˆui is the predicted
ratings WhereMAEtrue needs to be calculated using all the data not only the available
one.
In fact, since we don’t have the full data, we use estimators to estimate the true
value of the performance of the recommender systems. The usual estimator in most
of the Recommender System research is the naive Mean Absolute error (Equation 6)
MAEnaive =
1
|Rui 6= 0|
∑
u,i for Rui 6=0
|Rui − Rˆui| (6)
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If we calculate the expected value of this estimator:
E(MAEnaive) =
∑
u,i for Rui 6=0
P (Rui 6= 0)× |Rui − Rˆui| (7)
Thus
E(MAEnaive) 6= MAEtrue (8)
This proves that the recommender systems are biased mathematically due to the
biased estimator that we use in order to estimate the training error and testing error.
Some focused on the randomness of the missing data and considered this exposure
problem as a Missing not at Random problem [37]. Researchers provided different
solutions to account for this problem like new training methods [49] or a new objective
function [56]. These methods have a strong mathematical justification but they lack
intuition and they are specific to a given algorithm. Finally, these solutions did not
provide a theoretical study that shows the effect of the feedback loop on the exposure
bias.
Other approaches treated the exposure bias problem from the effect perspective.
In fact, some researchers studied this problem while dealing with a specific problem
of recommender systems like filter bubble [39], polarization [4] or underexposure [2].
The Filter Bubble Problem
The filter bubble is a term that was first defined by Eli Pariser [39] where he sug-
gested that search engines and recommender systems will create some sort of bubble
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preventing the users from exploring diverse recommendations and new items. The
filter bubble problem causes the recommendation list to be less diverse [38] and hence
the user is stuck in a ”bubble” where he/she keeps seeing the same type of recommen-
dations. For instance, let us consider the behavior of a movie recommender system.
Suppose that the user highly rated 10 action movies and zero comedy movies. The al-
gorithm will then keep recommending the same type of movies repeatedly. Following
this behavior, the recommended list will have low diversity.
Some have treated this problem as an exploration exploitation issue [35] [6], hence
using methods like Multi armed bandits in order to increase the diversity of the
recommendation list [40] , [36], [32]
The filter bubble is a serious problem that can limit the discovery of the user. For
instance, for a news recommender system, this can affect the subjects that a user will
read, and thus in turn can lead to another serious consequence such as polarization.
Polarization
Another important problem in Recommender systems is polarization [4]. It is closely
related to the filter bubble problem [48]. Polarization can be seen generally in social
networks where people interact with some published news that have a social or politi-
cal dimension. This interaction can form two different groups of people with opposite
opinions. If each group is trapped in his filter bubble then the recommendations
will prevent them from discovering the other side of the subject and the separation
will become worse. This is very important because these recommender systems may
influence the results of elections and drive popular opinion. Studies [11] showed that
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the feedback loop in recommender systems may contribute to this polarization effect,
hence, the need for effective debiasing strategies that can limit it.
Underexposure
In every recommender system, we have two main actors: Users and Items. The
exposure bias is as harmful to the items as it is to the users. In fact, many items
struggle to reach the user relying only on the recommender system and without using
paid ads and promotions. This is due to the fact that most biased recommender
systems keep promoting the highly popular items and neglect items present in the
long tail [2]. This bias is called popularity bias [53]. This popularity bias is also closely
related to the exposure bias. Since these popular items are being recommended more
often, they get more reviews and ratings than other products (because of the different
exposures). This leads to a type of biased distribution. Efforts have been done to
study this effect and how state of the art recommender systems are contributing to
this popularity bias problem [1]. The long tail items, however, constitute a major
proportion of all the items and they should have a big share of the aggregated user
interactions. Hence, dealing with the underexposure problem will be beneficial to the
users since they will be able to explore newer and more diverse recommendations.
It will also be beneficial to the recommender system platform since it will increase
the user engagement to a much larger subset of items. This may generate additional
revenue and collect more valuable information to increase the accuracy of the model.
Finally, it may be beneficial to the items because they may gain a larger audience
and more fair exposure.
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Counteracting Exposure Bias
Many models have emerged trying to solve the different consequences of the exposure
bias problem. Dealing with the different kinds of bias can occur in many steps during
the recommender system’s pipeline. Some methods incorporate bias correction during
the training by using a regularization technique or switching the objective functions
[44]. Others methods use post-learning techniques which consist of applying different
ranking and selection strategies after performing the predictions. In this family, we
find a big interest in the Multi-Armed Bandits techniques since they have proven to
be efficient in the exploitation vs exploration problems.
Multi Armed Bandits and Ranking Techniques
As we stated, Multi-Armed Bandits techniques (MAB) are very popular approaches
in the exploitation exploration problems [27]. They are used to enhance exploration.
Many variations of approximations [30] are used with these techniques like and not
limited to:
• − greedy approach [30]
• Thomas Sampling [30]
• Upper Confidence Bound. [30]
It is no a surprise that, since Multi-Armed Bandit techniques are good with explo-
ration problems, they are often used in Recommender systems in order to solve the
exposure bias problem. For instance, a group of DeepMind researchers [25] recently
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used MAB to study the effect of the feedback loop in recommender systems. They
showed that the feedback loop can decrease the quality of the recommendations and
they also showed that random exploration using Multi-Armed Bandit techniques can
enhance and boost the quality of the predictions.
Other methods [2] use other ranking strategies like accounting for diversity while
providing recommendations. In fact, Abdollahpouri et. al [2] rank the items based
on two probabilities. The first one is the usual accuracy based probability that rec-
ommends the item based on its relevance. The second probability takes into account
the diversity of the item. This helps in promoting long tail items. The method does
not consider the feedback loop into its experiments.
Confounding techniques
Other techniques focused on eliminating the mathematical bias of the learning algo-
rithm [44]. Schnabel et al [44] provided an inverse propensity strategy that eliminates
the bias of the mathematical estimator for the training error by minimizing a modified
loss function as follows
min
P,Q
=
∑
(u,i)∈R
1
Eui
(rui − qTi pu)2 (9)
Where Eui is the probability that user u has seen the item i. The advantage of this
method is that it takes into account the confounding factor resulting from the expo-
sure bias. However, this method cannot be trained using regular Gradient Descent.
Instead it should use multiplicative optimization updates to avoid divergence. Fi-
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nally [44] do not consider the feedback loop effect when testing the effectiveness of
the model instead, considering only considers the offline evaluation and ignoring the
bias added by the ” iterated” nature of the recommender system pipeline.
Regularization techniques
Other techniques used regularization to account for the bias in the data. Abdollah-
pouri et al [1] provided a regularization strategy that accounts for the popularity in
a recommender system. The main idea of the model is to push recommendation in a
way that balances the accuracy along with the intra-list diversity. This is achieved by
using the dissimilarity matrix in the regularizer first introduced by Jacek Wasilewski
and Neil Hurley [54] where the main idea is to minimize the quadratic form of the
Laplacian matrix.
This method helps to control the popularity bias in regular Matrix Factorization.
However, it ignores the feedback loop and the iterated effect. Furthermore, it only
takes into account the diversity of the items based on their attributes. It does not
consider the exposure of the user to each item.
Iterated Bias Frameworks
Some works focused on the iterated bias of Recommender Systems. Bountouridis
et al. [8] designed a simulation framework to see the effect of the recommendation
models on the diversity and novelty of the Recommendations. They used news data
from BBC and they compared many state-of-the-art models. They did not provide a
solution to mitigate this bias effect.
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DeepMind also provided a simulation framework [25] where they showed that the
iterative effect of the recommender systems decreases the utility of the recommenda-
tions. One limitation is that they used a simulated dataset.
Sun et al. [52] presented simulations to study the effect of the feedback loop from
a machine learning perspective. They used synthetic data and hypothesis testing
in order to study how the predictions shift when we model continuous interactions
between the human and the model in a feedback loop. Sun et al. [55] later presented a
study of several exposure bias counteraction strategies within an iterated framework.
One main challenge of studying the iterated bias of the recommender systems is
availability of the right data [45]. Unless we make a user study, we cannot accurately
estimate human behavior without loss of accuracy. This challenge has led scientists
to come up with other methods like experimenting on synthetic data [25] and semi-
synthetic data [45]. Still, this new field of research is not explored enough and needs
a proper formulation in order to provide recognizable contributions.
3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented the background for our work. We first provided an
introduction to Recommender Systems and presented popular methods such as Col-
laborative filtering and more specifically Matrix Factorization. We also presented the
problem of Exposure Bias by first giving the mathematical intuition using a statistical
justification, then we showed the different consequences that can result from exposure
bias. Finally, we enumerated different strategies used to counteract the bias problem
and discussin their limitations. In the next chapter, we will propose a new model to
17
estimate the user exposure to all the items present in the Recommender system and
then present a new strategy to counteract the exposure bias problem.
18
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, we present our methodology for how to model and counteract the
exposure bias. We focus on collaborative filtering strategies and specifically matrix
factorization. Our method is a new regularization based technique that aims at
smoothing and correcting the algorithm update rules in order to account for the
exposure bias. We also present how we model the user exposure distribution since
it is crucial for understanding this issue. We thus start by presenting how we define
the user exposure distribution and how we plan to model it. Later, we present our
regularization technique giving the mathematical intuition, the algorithm outline and
a general framework.
1 Notation
First we define the notation we are going to use in the next sections.
• U = {Set of all users}
• I = {Set of all Items}
• E: Exposure matrix
• P : user latent feature representation
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• Q: Item latent feature representation
• α: learning step
• β: Regularization hyperparameter
• λ: Popularity and Exposure Aware Regularization hyperparameter
• t: Learning iteration
• JSD: Jensen Shannon Divergence
• Rui: Rating given by user u to item i. We set the initial Rui = 0 if the rating
is missing
2 User Exposure distribution
We define the user exposure distribution as the probability that the user u has seen
item i. This distribution defines the likelihood that a given user has been exposed to
different items. We define this distribution as a matrix E mapping the users to the
items where:
Eui = P (user u has seen item i) (10)
This distribution is also called propensity [44], and hard to estimate because it
depends on many random factors such as the demographic features of the users:
Users from different ages, locations etc are exposed to a different set of items. It also
depends on the popularity of the item. Popular items are more likely to be seen than
other items. It also depends on the websites, social networks and different platforms
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that the user may have used since they can promote different ads and products. An
important factor that affects the user exposure distribution is the previous iteration
of recommendations. In fact, the recommender system is exposing the user to a
new set of items during each recommendations. Items with high likelihood of being
recommended will higher chance of being seen.
The exposure distribution is thus affecting the data collection process. In fact,
the user cannot rate an item if he/she has not seen it, hence the need to study this
distribution and understand how we can use it in order to mitigate the resulting
exposure bias.
Fair Exposure
The fair exposure distribution consists of the uniform distribution. In fact, a fair
exposure across all items means that the user has equal chances of seeing all the
items.
P (user u has seen item i) =
1
|I| (11)
An example of a fair exposure is a recommender system that is starting with
totally new items (the users have never seen any of the items in the recommender
system). Then the recommender system will recommender a set of items randomly
(based on the uniform distribution). This way, the user will have equal chances of
seeing and rating these items. The resulted trained model will be unbiased since
we used an unbiased data collection strategy in order to get the ratings. However,
this scenario is unfeasible when dealing with a real world dataset. The main pupose
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of a recommender system is to provide relevant recommendations. Hence if we use
random selection as a recommendation strategy, the predictions would be inaccurate.
We want to develop a method that keeps providing accurate predictions and at the
same time takes into account the different exposures for each user and item.
Popularity Based Exposure
Some previous work used item popularity [10] [50] as an estimator for the exposure
distribution since the exposure of a user to an item. in our research, we use the
popularity based exposure model as a baseline and try it with different alternatives
in order to see whether we can improve this estimation.
The popularity based exposure model is defined by the following equation:
Eui =
|{Rui 6= 0}|
|U | (12)
It is important to note that the popularity based exposure model depends only
on the item and not the user. It cannot provide a personalized estimation of the
exposure for each user. Also popularity here captures that an item is rated by many
users and not necessarily that is liked.
Poisson Factorization based model
Although a popularity based exposure model is good with approximating the user
exposure, it lacks at providing personalized approximations for each user. Other work
[44] suggested using learned models like Naive Bayes or logistic regression. In our
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research, we are going to test another probabilistic framework that is more suitable
for the recommender system setting, namely Poisson Matrix Factorization [19],[21],
[20].
Poisson Matrix Factorization has been used before for approximating the user
exposure [33] and we will use it in this project to show how it is performing in an
iterated framework. It is given by
Eui ∼ Poisson(θTuφi) (13)
Where θu and φi are representations of users and items in a latent space that follow
the following property:
θu, φu ∼ Gamma (14)
We are going to compare the performance of the Poisson matrix factorization and
the popularity exposure model using a real life dataset and taking into account the
temporal relation in the ratings in order to evaluate which one results in a better
performance.
Furthermore, we will use the exposure model to design a new regularization func-
tion that can help mitigate the exposure bias problem.
3 Popularity and Exposure Aware Regularization for Matrix Factoriza-
tion (PEAR-MF)
We design a new regularization function based on the exposure model in order to
make matrix factorization aware of the exposure bias. The main idea is to modify
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the objective function of the Matrix Factorization problem in order to make the
update rule of gradient descent different depending on the existing bias.
The new objective function for PEAR-MF is:
J(P,Q) =
∑
u∈U,i∈I
(Rui−PuQTi )2+β(||Pu||2+ ||Qi||2)+λJSDu(E||
1
|I|)(||Pu||
2+ ||Qi||2)
(15)
JSDu is the Jensen Shannon Divergence [16]. It is a statistical distance that
measures the similarity between two distributions D1 and D2.
JSDu(D1, D2) =
1
2
DKL(D1||M) + 1
2
DKL(D2||M) (16)
Where
M =
1
2
D1 +
1
2
D2 (17)
and DKL is the Kullback–Leibler divergence given by
DKL(D1||D2) = −
∑
x∈χ
E(x) log(
D1(x)
D2(x)
) (18)
Intuition
In our regularization function, we calculate the JSD between the exposure distribution
E and the uniform distribution for each user. If the JSD is equal to zero then this
means that the user had a fair exposure to all the items, which means that the use
of the regular matrix factorization will not affect the predictions.
If the JSD is equal to one, then the estimated exposure distribution is maximally
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dissimilar from the uniform distribution. This means that the user has experienced
under-exposure or over-exposure to certain items. In this case, the regularization
term will contribute to penalizing the error function so that the algorithm will adjust
its parameters to fit the new information.
Mathematical Analysis
In this section, we will study the convergence of our new objective function. First let
us define the gradient descent updating rule for minimizing our objective function in
each iteration (t).
P t+1 = P t − 2α(R− P tQT )Q− 2βP t − 2λJSDu(Eu|| 1|I|)P
t (19)
Qt+1 = Qt − 2α(R− PQtT )P − 2βQt − 2λJSDu(Eu|| 1|I|)Q
t (20)
The algorithm uses Alternative Least square optimization method. It alternatively
updates P and Q until we reach a fixed number of iterations or convergence.
Algorithm 1: Gradient Descent Optimization for PEAR-MF
Data: Rating Matrix R, Exposure distribution E, α, β, λ
Result: P and Q
while t < Maximum iterations do
P t+1 = P t − 2α(R− P tQT )Q− 2βP t − 2λJSDu(Eu|| 1|I|)P
t
Qt+1 = Qt − 2α(R− PQtT )P − 2βQt − 2λJSDu(Eu|| 1|I|)Q
t
end
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Theorem 1. Let J be the objective function defined by:
J(P,Q) =
∑
u,i
(Rui − PuQTi )2 + β(||P ||2 + ||Q||2) + λJSDu(E||
1
|I|)(||P ||
2 + ||Q||2)
After fixing Q and at iteration t + 1 during the gradient descent update, there exists
L 6= 0 a real number where JQ(P t+1) is bounded by the following upper bound:
JQ(P
t+1) ≤ JQ(P t)− 1
2L
∥∥OJQ(P t)∥∥2 (21)
for a learning step α = 1
L
and OJQ(P t) = ∂J(P,Q))∂P
Proof. To prove the upper bound we start by showing that our objective function is
lipchitz continuous. This means that for u, v as real numbers:
‖OJQ(u)− OJQ(v)‖ ≤ L ‖u− v‖ (22)
We have:
‖OJQ(u)− OJQ(v)‖ =
∥∥∥∥2(R− uQT )Q− 2(R− vQT )Q+ 2β(u− v) + 2λJSDu(E|| 1|I|)(u− v)
∥∥∥∥
‖OJQ(u)− OJQ(v)‖ =
∥∥∥∥2(R− uQT )Q− 2(R− vQT )Q+ (2β + 2λJSDu(E|| 1|I|))(u− v)
∥∥∥∥
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‖OJQ(u)− OJQ(v)‖ =
∥∥∥∥(2β + 2λJSDu(E|| 1|I|)− 2QQT )(u− v)
∥∥∥∥
Then for L = |(2β + 2λJSDu(E|| 1|I|)− 2QQT )| we have from the Lipchitz contin-
uous property and the convexity of JQ:
‖OJQ(u)− OJQ(v)‖ ≤ L ‖u− v‖ (23)
From the Lipchitz continuous property we can derive the following relation:
vTO2JQ(u)v ≤ ||v||2 (24)
After proving that J is Lipchitz continuous, we can write the Taylor expansion of
J:
JQ(u) ≈ JQ(v) + OJQ(v)T (u− v) + (u− v)T O
2JQ(v)
2!
(u− v) (25)
Using the inequality in equation (23) we have:
JQ(u) ≤ JQ(v) + OJQ(v)T (u− v) + L
2
‖u− v‖2 (26)
If we change u and v with P t and P t+1 we get:
JQ(P
t+1) ≤ JQ(P t) + OJQ(P t)T (P t+1 − P t) + L
2
∥∥P t+1 − P t∥∥2 (27)
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Using the gradient descent rule we get the following relation:
P t+1 − P t = −αOJQ(P t) (28)
if α = 1
L
then we get
JQ(P
t+1) ≤ JQ(P t)− 1
2L
∥∥OJQ(P t)∥∥2
By symmetry of the function J(P,Q), the inequality holds for JP (Q)
This theorem shows the convergence of the objective function to a local minimum
since the problem is not convex (it is a bi-convex function).
This regularization function can be applied to other algorithms that are used to
predict the ratings of the user and trained using gradient descent. Its main idea is
to include the information of the over-exposure or under-exposure problem of a given
user by increasing the error of the optimization process.
4 Chapter summary
In this chapter we presented a methodology that we are going to use to solve the
exposure bias problem. First we explored the user exposure distribution. We defined
its best case scenario and presented different models that we will use in order to
approximate this distribution.
Then we presented our new version of Matrix Factorization called Popularity
and Exposure Aware Regularization for Matrix Factorization (PEAR-MF) where we
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added a regularization term to the old objective function in order to penalize the
error of Matrix Factorization whenever we detect an exposure bias problem using the
Jensen Shannon Divergence function.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will present the experimental protocol that we used in order to
validate our hypothesis. Our experiments focus on two main axes: Modeling the
exposure bias and Counteracting the Exposure bias. In the first part, we will present
an experimental approach that takes into account the temporal relation in the ratings
in order to approximate the exposure of the user. We will treat the problem as a
time series problem in order to evaluate the different models.
In the second part, we test the effectiveness of our counteracting strategy. We
will give an experimental protocol, present our assumptions and compare our model
to different state of the art models.
First, we start by presenting the data that we used for evaluation.
1 Data set
For the experimental results, we used the Movie-lens dataset [23] with 100K ratings.
The data set contains 1000 users and about 1700 items. Only 5% of the ratings are
available and most of the ratings are missing. The ratings in the dataset range from
1 to 5. 0 is given for a missing rating.
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Figure 4. The dispersion of the ratings in the Movie-Lens 100K matrix, ze can see
that most of the data is missing
The reason behind choosing the Movie-Lens dataset is to be able to compare
it with previous results in the literature. This dataset has bees used by a large
community of researchers since 1998 and it contributed to the development of the
research in Recommender Systems.
2 Data pre-processing and exploratory analysis
Figure 4 shows the dispersion of the ratings in the Movie lens dataset. We can clearly
see the sparsity of the matrix. Most of the ratings are missing and the existing ratings
are concentrated in the first rows. We can assume that the first columns consist of
popular movies.
Figure 5 and 6 confirm that most of the items are unpopular. In fact, only a small
proportion of items have a high number of ratings. The popularity level is calculated
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Figure 5. Box-plot of the popularity level in the MovieLens data
Figure 6. The distribution of the popularity in the MovieLens data
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using the following equation:
Eui =
|{Rui 6= 0}|
|U | (29)
Which is the same equation used to calculate the popularity based exposure model.
3 Modeling the exposure bias
The first step of our experiments should be getting a good approximation of our
exposure model. We designed an experimental protocol that relies on the temporal
evolution of the ratings. In fact, the exposure of a given user relies heavily on the
previous recommendations because of the closed feedback loop. For this reason, we
first start by splitting the data into different parts, respecting the timestamps of the
ratings.
Figure 7. Data splitting example: Batch t designs the batch of the data at T=t
Figure 7 shows an example of our data splitting strategy. Contrary to the classical
machine learning pipeline where we go for a random train testing split, we split the
data by keeping the original order of the ratings. In Figure 7 we split the data into
four splits or iterations where the first iteration contains ratings that happened before
the second iteration.
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Thus the evaluation process is going to be incremental like evaluating a time series
prediction model. For each step, we train on one part of the data and we test on the
next iteration. then we add this iteration’s ratings to the training set and we repeat
the process by testing on the next iteration, and so on.
Figure 8. Training and Testing process for modeling the exposure bias. Training
data is hown in green and the testing is shown in red
Figure 8 shows an illustration of this evaluation process.
• At T = 0 we start by training the model on the first iteration (batch) and test
on the batch of iteration 2
• At T = 1 we merge batch 1 and 2 and retrain the model and test on batch 3
• At T = 2 we train the model on batch 1, batch 2 and batch 3 and we test it on
batch 4
The goal of this process is to capture the temporal dependency of the rating data
and see how the exposure is changing from one iteration to the next.
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Figure 9. Evaluating Poisson based exposure model vs popularity based exposure
model
Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the models we treat the exposure estimation problem
as a classification problem. For each user, we are trying to predict whether the user
has seen the item or not. After predicting the scores or the probabilities of each item,
we calculate the Area Under the ROC curve (AUC). In fact, the AUC is the area
residing under the ROC curve that is defined by the True Positive Rate (TPR) and
the False Positive Rate(FPR):
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
(30)
FPR =
FP
FP + TN
(31)
A perfect classifier would yield a score of 1 for AUC. It means that it correctly
predicted all the true positives and has zero false positives.
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Figure 9 shows that the Poisson factorization based exposure model significantly
outperforms the popularity based model. This is in line with our expectation because
Poisson factorization learns a more personalized model for the user exposure com-
pared to the popularity-based model. The popularity model differs only from item
to item but it does not differ from user to user. However, for instance, a user that
is a sports fan will be exposed to more sport related articles than other users. For
these reasons, the Poisson factorization can approximate the user exposure better
than popularity model.
For the rest of our experiments, we will consider Poisson factorization as our
exposure model and we will use it in our PEAR-MF and for designing our experiments.
4 PEAR-MF: Accuracy Performance and Hyperparameter Tuning
In this section, we will be interested in tuning and testing the performance of our
new regularization strategy. We will use the same dataset (Movielens) and we will
vary different parameters in order to see how it is affecting the performance.
The parameters that we are going to change are:
• α: The learning rate (Equation (15))
• K: number of latent factors in Matrix Factorization
• λ: Exposure coefficient (Equation (15))
To test the offline accuracy of the model we will follow a 5-fold cross-validation
and compute three different accuracy metrics: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean
Average Precision (MAP) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG).
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Mean Absolute Error
To test the accuracy of the model for each test user u ∈ Utest, we use MAE (Mean
Absolute Error [46]) as a metric :
MAEu =
1
|Iutest|
∑
i∈Iutest
|r∗ui − rui| (32)
Mean Average Precision
MAP is a known metric for evaluating recommender systems [24]. It is mainly used
for document retrieval. But since the recommendation task is basically a ranking
task, MAP is a valid evaluation metric for RS. MAP takes into account the ranking
of the recommendation and gives us a good intuition of the precision of the top-n
recommendation for test users. First let us define the general formula of Precision in
Recommender Systems.
P =
Number of Recommendations that are relevant
Total Number of Recommendations
(33)
From this expression we calculate the expression of the Average Precision for a
set of items I:
AP =
1
|Irelevant|
∑
i∈I
P (i)rel(i) (34)
when !Irelevant is the set of relevant items P (i) is the precision of the recommended
item i as described in equation (33). rel(i) is a binary indicator that takes the value
of 1 if the item is relevant and 0 if not.
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The Mean Average Precision is finally calculated based on the Average Precision
for each user u in the data:
MAP =
1
|U |
∑
u∈U
AP (u) (35)
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
The nDCG metric is similar to MAP since it takes into account the ranking in the
recommended list. If the high relevance items are placed at the top of the list, then
we get a high nDCG.
Considereing R as the recommended list and reli ∈ {0, 1}, the Discounted Cumu-
lative Gain is defined by
DCG =
∑
i∈R
2reli − 1
log2(i+ 1)
(36)
and
nDCG =
DCG
IDCG
(37)
Where IDCG is the ideal DCG defined by
IDCG =
|REL|∑
i
2reli − 1
log2(i+ 1)
(38)
in IDCG, we rank the items by their true ranking according to their true ratings.
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Figure 10. The variation of MAP when varying K
Figure 11. The variation of nDCG when varying K
Tuning the dimension of the latent space
In the first part of our tuning process, we vary the latent space dimensionality (K)
and we evaluate the behavior of Matrix Factorization and PEAR-MF
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Figure 12. The variation of MAE when varying K
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show that PEAR-MF outperforms the regular MF in terms
of accuracy as it is resistant to overfitting. The key reason for this is the extra
regularization part added in the objective function. It helps MF generalize more
on unseen data which is an advantage for trying to fix the exposure bias. Without
the exposure related term in equation (15), the regularization treats all users and
items when trying to reduce overfitting. With the exposure term, the amount of
regularization is modulated in proportion to the extremeness of the exposure bias.
This shows that the exposure bias problem and accuracy are related.
Tuning the Learning Step
The learning step is a very important hyper-parameter as it controls the convergence
of the algorithm. A higher learning step can improve the convergence rate or it can
make the algorithm diverge. Also, small learning steps can make the convergence
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Figure 13. The variation of MAP when varying α
Figure 14. The variation of nDCG when varying α
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Figure 15. The variation of MAE when varying α
very slow and the algorithm can be stuck in a local minimum.
Figures 13, 14 and 15 show that PEAR-MF and MF have comparable performance
for small α. Then when we increase α, the MF model diverges faster. Based on the
above experiments, we will use α = 0.001 in the remaining experiments.
Tuning the Exposure Coefficient
Another parameter that we will tune is λ which controls the Jensen Shannon regu-
larization. λ = 0 means that we are using regular Matrix Factorization.
Figures 16, 17 and 18 show that λ = 1 gives the best results in terms of accuracy.
This shows that a higher coefficient, to account for the exposure bias, improves the
accuracy of the predictions. The results are also coherent for both prediction error
(MAE) and ranking (nDCG and MAP).
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Figure 16. The variation of MAP when varying λ
Figure 17. The variation of nDCG when varying λ
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Figure 18. The variation of MAE when varying λ
Figure 19. Experimental protocol for evaluating the exposure bias
5 PEAR-MF: Evaluation of Counteracting exposure bias
In this section, we evaluate the performance of PEAR-MF on how well it is counter-
acting the exposure bias. First we will define our experimental protocol, then we will
define all the evaluation metrics that we are going to use and finally, we will present
all of the experimental results along with the interpretation.
Figure 19 shows the methodology that we follow in order to evaluate the perfor-
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mance of our algorithm. First the pipeline shows the feedback loop simulation in our
experiment. This is a very crucial part because we do not want to only evaluate the
offline performance of our algorithm, but also to evaluate its behavior in an iterative
framework which is closer to the real world performance.
However, this approach comes with limitations in terms of the required dataset. In
order to get an accurate performance of the model in an iterated way, we need to know
the complete preferences of the user including the missing ratings. This is not feasible
in the real world because we cannot fill all the missing ratings in a recommender
system (A user cannot rate all the items on Amazon for example). For this reason,
we adopt a simple trick consisting of generating a semi-synthetic dataset as was done
in Schnabel et al. [44]. The idea is to start from an incomplete dataset and use a
Matrix completion algorithm to complete it ( such as Matrix Factorization). Then
we tweak the ratings in a way to make it match the real world ratings. For instance,
for each user we cluster the predicted ratings into five percentiles p1,p2,p3,p4,p5. The
highest percentile will then be assigned the rating of five, the next one will be assigned
the rating of four, etc. This method helps eliminate user bias and creating a complete
matrix that can be used in our online experiment.
After creating the complete matrix, we proceed to simulating the feedback loop of
our recommender system. We train our model using the initial set of training data,
then we select ten recommendations to present to the user. At this step, we will use
these recommendations for calculating the performance metrics. Then we will select
a subset from these recommendations in order to add it to the training set. This
subset is selected based on the relevance of each item from the complete matrix. This
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relevance is called the browsing probability and was introduced in [10].
p(choose|u, i, R) ∼ p(seen|u, i, R)p(rel|u, i, R) (39)
After selecting the items that we are going to add to the training data, we use
the complete matrix in order to add these ratings. We repeat this process for a fixed
number of iterations. This protocol summarized in Algorithm 2, will enable us to
evaluate the performance of the recommender system while taking into account the
feedback loop.
Algorithm 2: Iterated framework for evaluating Recommender systems
Data: Recommender System Model M
Result: Evaluation Metrics E
Create a semi synthetic dataset ;
while t < Maximum iterations do
Train the Model M;
Select Recommendations;
Calculate Evaluation Metric E;
Add Relevant Recommendations to the training set ;
end
Evaluating Exposure Bias
In this section we use two different datasets: Movielens 100K and Movielens 1M. The
reason for working with a larger dataset is that we want to see the effect of scaling
the algorithm to a larger and more sparse dataset.
To evaluate the exposure bias of the recommender system we will use the following
metrics.
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Expected Novelty
Expected Novelty or the Expected Popularity Complement (EPC), as defined by
Castells et al [10], is a measure that evaluates the expected number of relevant items
not previously seen by the user.
EPC = C
∑
ik∈Rc
disc(k)p(rel|ik, u)(1− p(seen|ik)) (40)
Where the notation is as follows
• C: Normalizing factor
• Rc: Recommended list
• disc(k): The discovery model that depends on the rank k of the items (items
with higher ranks will have more discovery potential)
• p(rel|ik, u): Relevance model
• p(seen|ik): Exposure model
From the equation, we can see that the metric takes into account the rank, rele-
vance and the exposure of the user to the item into consideration. It is called Expected
Popularity Complement because the author [10] used the popularity based model as
the exposure model but since we have shon that the Poisson model can provide more
accurate estimation we will use the Poisson model as our exposure model. High EPC
means that the Recommender System has recommended relevant items that the user
has not seen before
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Expected Diversity
The expected diversity is defined by Castells et al. [10] as the Expected Profile Dis-
tance (EPD). This metric measures the amount of diversity in each recommendation
list based on the pairwise distance between the items in the recommendation and the
items that the user has already interacted with.
EPD = C ′
∑
ik∈Rc,j∈Iuθ
disc(k)p(rel|ik, u)p(rel|j, u)d(ik, j) (41)
• C’: Normalizing factor
• θ : The set of items that the user has interacted with
• d(ik, j): pairwise distance between item ik and item j
• Iu The set of items previously rated by the user
A high EPD means that the recommended items are different from the items that
the user has already interacted with and they are relevant. EPD is a good estimate
for the diversity potential for a recommender system as it links to rank, relevance,
and diversity in one estimate.
Expected Free Discovery
Another metric introduced by Castells et al. [10] is the Expected Free Discovery
(EFD). Contrary to EPC and EPD, it does not take into account the relevance of the
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model. However, it focuses on the discovery potential of the recommender system.
EFD =
−1
R
∑
i∈R
−log2(p(i|seen)) (42)
If the Recommender System recommends items with low estimated exposure then
the EFD will be close to one. As this metric does not take into account the relevance,
it can provide biased results favoring pure exploration strategies like random selection.
However, it can provide insight into the exploration potential of the model.
Gini Coefficient
Another metric that we will use to track the balance in our rating data is the Gini
Coefficient. The Gini Coefficient is used to calculate the balance within a given
distribution.
G =
∑
i(2i− n− 1)xi
n
∑
i xi
(43)
Where
• i: item i
• xi: number of ratings for item i
• n: number of items used in the population
The Gini coefficient [18] of a uniform distribution is equal to zero. A High Gini
coefficient means that the distribution is skewed or imbalanced. The metric helps
to track the effect of the feedback loop on the popularity of the items. In a skewed
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distribution of ratings, only a few items achieve high popularity and the rest are stuck
in the long tail. If after each iteration the Gini coefficient keeps increasing, this means
that the recommender system is still biasing the recommendations by promoting only
popular items.
Hit Rate
Another important evaluation of the performance of our Recommender Systems is the
accuracy of the predictions. If the recommendations are diverse and unbiased but
they are not relevant, then we cannot consider the designed strategy as successful.
For this reason, we will calculate the Hit Rate in each recommendation list. The Hit
Rate defines the percentage of items that the user will interact with from all the items
in the recommended list. A hit rate of 100% means that the user has interacted with
all the items.
HR =
|{i,Hiti 6= 0}|
|R| (44)
Experimental Results
After presenting all the different metrics that we are going to use to evaluate the
performance, we will present the results. All the experiments focus on the iterated
framework that we presented in the first section.
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Models evaluated
Since our focus is on Matrix factorization models, we will compare the performance
of the following models:
• Basic Matrix Factorization [29]
• PEAR-MF
• Propensity-MF [44]
• Naive Multi Armed Bandits Strategy + MF
• Naive Multi Armed Bandits Strategy + PEAR-MF
The main objective is to see how the new regularization strategy is enhancing
the performance of the basic matrix factorization. Also, we want to see if the MAB
strategy is reducing the exposure bias while maintaining good accuracy.
Exposure Bias Results
Figure 20 shows that PEAR-MF significantly (p-value < 10−6) outperforms the other
strategies in terms of Expected Novelty. It proves that the recommendations provided
by PEAR-MF are relevant and also have a low probability of being seen by the user.
It is also important to note that EPC is decreasing with every iteration. This confirms
the feedback loop effect of recommender systems and how it contributes to creating
filter bubbles. We also see that MAB strategies do not help at improving the results
because they decrease the relevance of the recommendations. Propensity-MF has a
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(a) Movie-lens 100K Dataset (b) Movie-lens 1M Dataset
Figure 20. The Expected Novelty captures the proportion of new items present in
the recommendation list (the higher the better). PEAR-MF significantly outperforms
the other models
(a) Movie-lens 100K Dataset (b) Movie-lens 1M Dataset
Figure 21. EPD captures the diversity within a recommendation list. The iter-
ated EPD shows that Propensity-MF is performing better by providing more diverse
recommendations
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(a) Movie-lens 100K Dataset (b) Movie-lens 1M Dataset
Figure 22. The evolution of the Gini Coefficient is tracked after each iteration.
PEAR-MF is decreasing the Gini coefficient after each iteration which proves that it
is contributing to decreasing the imbalance in the data
(a) Movie-lens 100K Dataset (b) Movie-lens 1M Dataset
Figure 23. JSD captures the over-exposure or under-exposure amount for each user.
The tracked metric shows that PEAR-MF is decreasing the amount of the exposure
bias due to the penalization term in the objective function
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lower performance than other methods which is probably due to a low relevance of
the recommendations, as confirmed by Figure 24.
Figure 21 shows that Propensity-MF is significantly better than MF and PEAR-
MF at providing diverse recommendations. This is due to the fact that Propensity-
MF favors items with very low exposure, hence the items will be more diverse How-
ever, the results seem to have a large variance and decreasing with every iteration.
PEAR-MF is still outperforming MF by providing more diversified predictions.
Figure 22 shows how PEAR-MF is improving the balance in the rating distribu-
tion. After each iteration, the Gini coefficient is decreasing which proves that this
method is recommending more items from the long tail. It is also outperforming the
regular Matrix Factorization model. The Figure also shows that MF is making the
data more imbalanced due to the feedback loop. After each iteration, MF is pro-
moting the popular items and ignoring the long tail items. Propensity-MF is also
contributing to balancing the rating distribution by decreasing the Gini coefficient
after each iteration.
Figure 23 shows that PEAR-MF is better at decreasing the gap between the
user exposure and the uniform distribution. This is expected because the model is
optimizing that specific goal (we are penalizing ratings that are not contributing to
having a more fair exposure)
Accuracy Results
To test the predictive accuracy of our recommendation strategy, we calculate the hit
rate on the provided recommendations and we track its evolution through several
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(a) Movie-lens 100K Dataset (b) Movie-lens 1M Dataset
Figure 24. The Hit Rate shows the quality of the recommendations at each iteration
(the higher the better) PEAR-MF shows that by trying to solve the exposure bias
problem we improve the quality of the recommendations
iterations of the feedback loop
Figure 24 shows that PEAR-MF and MAB + PEAR-MF are performing better
than MF. This proves that fixing the exposure bias helps to improve the quality of the
recommendations. In fact, in an iterated framework, the accuracy may be considered
good (inline with the user’s taste) but the quality can be low. For instance, a user
that keeps seeing the same type of recommendation through several iterations can lose
interest and stop interacting with these recommendations. In other words, the interest
of the user to these recommendations can fade because of the lack of exploration from
the recommender system.
6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we presented the experimental protocol and results of the project. We
defined two experimental approaches. The first set of experiments helped to select
the most accurate exposure model. Then we used this model to perform the second
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set of experiments where we tested the performance of our model in mitigating the
exposure bias and the accuracy in an iterated framework.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we achieved three different research objectives. We provided a per-
sonalized model to model the user exposure along with the experimental protocol
used to confirm its effectiveness. We designed a new regularization model that can
mitigate the exposure bias problem. Finally we showed the effect of the feedback
loop by running simulations that mimic the life cycle of a Recommender System and
showing how to evaluate the extent of the exposure bias problem.
Our work still has limitations. Our main challenge is the data used to evaluate
our method. We used semi synthetic data in order to be able to run simulations. A
user study will be more accurate, and is planned for the future. Also we worked only
with movie data. Other types of data should be investigated like news and social
media interactions where the effect of polarization may be more clear.
Another limitation is the relevance of the model that is decreasing with every
iteration of the feedback loop. An alternative approach that can include Active
Learning or other strategies to enhance the accuracy can be used for the future.
Because recommender systems increasingly control what humans discover, unbi-
ased recommendations improve fairness and expand human discovery potential. For
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this reason, working on unbiased filtering algorithms is crucial for better quality rec-
ommendations.
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